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In order to implement disease-specific interventions in young age
groups, policy makers in low- and middle-income countries require
timely and accurate estimates of age- and cause-specific child mortal-
ity. High quality data is not available in countries where these inter-
ventions are most needed, but there is a push to create sample regis-
tration systems that collect detailed mortality information. Current
methods that estimate mortality from this data employ multistage
frameworks without rigorous statistical justification that separately
estimate all-cause and cause-specific mortality and are not adapt-
able enough to capture important features of the data. We propose
a flexible Bayesian modeling framework to estimate age- and cause-
specific child mortality from sample registration data. We provide a
theoretical justification for the framework, explore its properties via
simulation, and use it to estimate mortality trends using data from
the Maternal and Child Health Surveillance System in China.
1. Introduction. In 2018, the United Nations Inter-agency Group for
Child Mortality Estimation (2019) estimated 5.3 million children worldwide
died before five years of age. The international community is increasing in-
vestment to develop and implement age-targeted, disease-specific interven-
tions and policy (Glass, Guttmacher and Black, 2012; Aponte et al., 2009;
Penny et al., 2016) that require knowledge of the patterns of child deaths
for multiple causes across age and time. The majority of child deaths occur
in low and middle-income countries (LMICs) that lack high quality vital
registration (VR) systems to register all births and deaths in a country, cre-
ating massive uncertainty. The global health community has been pushing
for drastic improvements in child health, most notably with the Sustainable
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Development Goals (SDGs) created by the United Nations (2015). SDG 3
contains age- and cause-specific targets for the reduction of mortality. As-
sessing progress toward these goals and identifying areas for improvement
require collecting more data and improving analyses of both new and cur-
rently available data.
In most LMICs, VR systems are inadequate (AbouZahr et al., 2015a,b;
Mikkelsen et al., 2015; Phillips et al., 2015), so age- and cause-specific mor-
tality data come from sample registration systems (SRS) and national or
subnational surveys. Household verbal autopsy (VA) surveys comprise the
bulk of nationally usable cause-specific mortality data (Soleman, Chan-
dramohan and Shibuya, 2006), but calls for more and higher quality data
collection (Bchir et al., 2006; Boerma and Stansfield, 2007; Jha, 2012) have
encouraged establishment of SRS in countries such as Indonesia (Rao et al.,
2010) and Mozambique (Nkengasong et al., 2020). As SRS data become in-
creasingly available, developing a relevant modeling framework is crucial to
produce mortality estimates that provide timely and useful information.
There are three main methods for estimating age- and cause-specific child
mortality. The first method, described by Liu et al. (2016), models cause-
specific mortality fractions (CSMFs) with a Multinomial logistic regression
model and then multiplies these by all-cause mortality rates estimated in
a separate Bayesian framework (You et al., 2015; Alkema and New, 2014)
to produce cause-specific mortality rates (CSMRs). The second method,
used in the Global Burden of Disease study and detailed in Naghavi et al.
(2017), models either rates or probabilities of death separately for each cause
with an ad hoc ensemble modeling technique and then combines these with
all-cause mortality rates estimated separately using a complex regression
model described in Wang et al. (2017). The third method described by He
et al. (2017) calculates all-cause mortality rates using a 3-year moving aver-
age, proportionately scales them so they add up to the all-cause mortality
rates estimated in You et al. (2015), and then multiplies these by estimated
CSMFs at the age-region level that have been smoothed over time using a
weighted seven-year moving average.
The main drawback of these methods is the multistage approach they
use that estimates all-cause and cause-specific mortality in separate, discon-
nected frameworks. This approach reuses data in both stages, since data
sources used for estimating cause-specific mortality are also used in the
all-cause mortality models, but this is not included in the modeling pro-
cedures. Therefore, these methods produce compromised uncertainty esti-
mates because they violate the implicit independence between data in both
frameworks. Moreover, these multistage procedures cannot account for some
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features of the data that are important when modeling cause-specific mortal-
ity. One example is correlation between causes which can arise when causes
share a common underlying factor, such as measles and pertussis which are
both influenced by health care quality and vaccine access, and this factor
is not included in the model. The models in Naghavi et al. (2017) and He
et al. (2017) model each cause separately, so no correlation parameters can
be included. The multinomial logistic regression in Liu et al. (2016) could
be parameterized to include correlations, but it does not.
To address these drawbacks, our paper proposes a Bayesian modeling
framework that simultaneously estimates all-cause and cause-specific child
mortality rates across multiple age groups over time using SRS data. This
unified framework does not use a multistage approach and its flexibility al-
lows many functional forms and context-driven parameters to model mortal-
ity by age, cause, region, and time. The remainder of this paper is structured
as follows. Section 2 derives the likelihood of our proposed framework and
discusses modeling considerations. Section 3 demonstrates improvements
over multistage modeling approaches via simulation studies. Section 4 de-
scribes the use of our framework to develop and fit a model to the SRS in
China. Section 5 provides a discussion and future steps.
2. Statistical framework. This section derives the likelihood for age-
and cause-specific mortality data from an SRS and discusses factors to con-
sider when developing a model for this data.
2.1. Likelihood derivation. SRS data arise from individuals who are born,
exposed to a set of assumed-to-be mutually exclusive cause-specific mortal-
ity rates over time, and deaths occur which are recorded and assigned to
a single underlying cause. This leads to a competing risks failure process,
as described in Prentice et al. (1978). However, commonly available sample
registration data come in the form of tabulated death counts which must be
accounted for in the likelihood. We will begin by describing the individual-
level likelihood and then tabulate it by strata, age, time, and cause. A full
derivation is provided in the supplementary material.
Let i ∈ {1, . . . , n} index subjects and c ∈ {1, . . . , C} index causes of death.
Let T be the continuous failure time, J be the observed cause of death, and
z(t) be the the value of a covariate vector at time t. Define CSMRs as
λc(t; z(t)) = lim
∆t→0
P
(
t ≤ T < t+ ∆t, J = c|T ≥ t; z(t))/∆t.
Suppose we have data (ti, ci, δi, z
∗
i ) from n subjects, where ti is the time
of death, ci is the cause of death, δi is a censoring indicator with δi = 1 if
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a death is observed and δi = 0 otherwise, and z
∗
i = z
∗
i (ti) = {zi(u);u ≤ ti}
is a vector of covariates for subject i. Up to proportionality, the likelihood
function under an independent censoring mechanism is found to be
L =
n∏
i=1
[
λci(ti; z
∗
i )
δi
C∏
c=1
exp
(
−
∫ ti
0
λc (u; zi(u)) du
)]
.
Next, define di = (di1, . . . , diC), where dic indicates that individual i
dies from cause c. Note that dic′ = 0 for all c
′ 6= ci, and for any censored
observations, dic = 0 ∀ i, c. We rewrite the likelihood as
L =
n∏
i=1
C∏
c=1
[
λc(ti; zi)
dic exp
(
−
∫ ti
0
λc(u; zi)du
)]
.
Next, we tabulate the above likelihood into subgroups, adapting the work
of Holford (1980) and Laird and Olivier (1981) for modeling tabulated
single-cause survival data. Let the time axis be partitioned into L dis-
crete time periods and assume individuals fall into H distinct strata, with
k ∈ {1, . . . ,K = L × H} indexing period-strata tabulation groups. Let zi
correspond to the period-strata tabulation groups in which individual i lies
and for simplicity assume no other covariates. We extend the data to include
this new index such that d∗ikc is the indicator that individual i dies from cause
c in tabulation group k, and t∗ik is the time that individual i spends in tabu-
lation group k. We assume constant cause-specific hazards within tabulation
groups such that λc(ti; zi) = λkc. We tabulate the individual likelihoods into
these strata by defining the observed data as ykc =
∑n
i=1 d
∗
ikc, the death
counts from cause c in tabulation group k, and Tk =
∑n
i=1 t
∗
ik, the total
exposure time in tabulation group k. This gives the likelihood
L =
K∏
k=1
c∏
c=1
[
λykckc exp (−Tkλkc)
]
.(2.1)
We note that the likelihood factors into a component for each cause, and
similar to the single-cause likelihoods in Holford (1980), the kernel of our
likelihood is identical to that which arises if
ykc|λkc ∼ Poisson
(
Tkλkc
)
.(2.2)
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Thus, we can perform likelihood-based inference using Poisson distribu-
tions for each cause treating cause-specific deaths counts as the outcome
and log all-cause exposure time as the offset. Here, we do not assume the
data is Poisson distributed—we only use this for likelihood-based inference.
Lastly, we extend (2.1) to data tabulated by strata, age, time, and cause
by partitioning the age-time Lexis surface into L discrete groups and letting
k index tabulation groups by strata, age, and time, again assuming constant
hazards in these groups. The partitioning of Lexis surfaces for tabulated
count and exposure time data is discussed in Carstensen (2007). Thus, (2.1)
and (2.2) hold with k now indexing strata-age-time tabulations.
The multiple-Poisson likelihood in (2.1) is consistent with a framework
where the all-cause death counts and person-years have a Poisson distri-
bution and the cause-specific counts conditional on the total death counts
have a Multinomial distribution. This equivalency of likelihoods is detailed
in Lee, Green and Ryan (2017). It is commonly exploited in modeling Multi-
nomial count data, being dubbed the “Poisson Trick,” and gives rise to a
natural multistage modeling specification: first, estimate all-cause mortality
rates using a Poisson distribution and then estimate CSMFs conditional on
the all-cause death counts using a Multinomial distribution. However, none
of the currently used multistage modeling approaches detailed in Section 1
specify a consistent two-stage likelihood in this manner.
Statistical modeling based on our framework provides the flexibility to
choose a model for the CSMRs that is driven by the study-specific context.
We recommend modeling on the log scale due to the constraint that mor-
tality rates must be positive. Then, given a vector of parameters η, we can
define a model as log(λkc) = fkc(η). The following subsection details factors
to consider when specifying the form of fkc.
2.2. Modeling considerations. Using our proposed modeling framework,
one can specify functional forms of fkc(η) that contain fixed and random ef-
fects (Breslow and Clayton, 1993), use copula functions (Genest and Favre,
2007; Smith and Khaled, 2012), or any number of other methods. This flexi-
bility is critical to account for the main drivers of mortality: time, geography,
age, and cause, along with their interactions. We will discuss of the impor-
tance of these factors and various ways they can be modeled.
First, time trends are perhaps the most important aspect to model accu-
rately as they are generally strong, and they allow evaluation of performance
toward child survival targets such as the SDGs. Timely and accurate time
trend estimates would support policy enactment, program development, re-
source allocation, and intervention targeting in an agile fashion (Friberg
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et al., 2010). In addition, time trends can also serve as important quality
indicators for global health statistics and their estimation (Walker, Bryce
and Black, 2007). For data with a small time span, modeling can be done
via linear, quadratic, or higher polynomial fixed effects. As the number of
available time points grows, then we recommend more flexible methods such
as random walks or spline-based approaches.
Second, geography is important to consider for its policy relevance. In
the SDG era, health policy and program decision making are becoming de-
centralized with many decisions now happening at the district level. Subna-
tional mortality estimates help adapt the development of health statistics to
meet changing needs (Boerma, 2013). However, the level of disaggregation
is limited by available geographic information. Coarsely aggregated data is
typically grouped due to similarities within the aggregated strata, e.g. the
data from the SRS in China described in Section 4.1. In such a case, we sug-
gest modeling with fixed intercepts due to the small number of parameters
needed and the limited benefit of borrowing information between regions.
Alternatively, if detailed location information is available, many random-
effect centered spatiotemporal methods can be adapted for use with our
framework, for example the methods described in Wakefield et al. (2019).
Third, mortality trends can vary drastically by age. For example, mortal-
ity reduction in neonatal ages has progressed less than in other ages (Liu
et al., 2015), so this distinction is important to capture. Age is commonly
tabulated into relevant groups; in the past, data for under-5 mortality has
been disaggregated into the first year and the combined remaining four years.
Thankfully, recent data collection and estimation has favored further disag-
gregation into early- and late-neonatal, along with further breakdown of the
1–4 year period (Liu et al., 2016; Naghavi et al., 2017; He et al., 2017). Finer
age groups allow for more useful estimates to direct health interventions.
While ideally age would be treated as a continuous variable, tabulation of
SRS data into age groups lends toward treatment as a categorical variable.
With a small number of age groups, fixed intercepts are able to capture the
main effects. Analyses using smaller scale survey data at the individual level
can allow for age to be treated as continuous, which is recommended for
estimation of vital rates by Carstensen (2007). Treating age as a continuous
variable allows the use of spline-based approaches or other flexible methods.
Fourth, causes of death are important to consider for targeted health
interventions. The number of causes reported by a data source and the
number of deaths observed from each cause can vary immensely depending
on the context of data collection (Clark, Setel and Li, 2019). In order for
the competing risks framework to hold, we must have an exhaustive list of
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mutually exclusive causes. Additionally, the number of deaths in each cause
must be high enough to provide stable estimation. The most common way
to achieve this is to pool similar causes together such that all causes have
sufficient death counts in the tabulations used for modeling. Then, fixed
effects can be used for causes. Additionally, causes may be correlated due
to covariates that were not collected but influence multiple causes of death,
such as environmental factors. Modeling correlations facilitates borrowing
information between causes in order to improve estimates, especially for
time periods/regions/ages with little or no data. Unfortunately, estimating
correlation parameters is difficult and requires large amounts of data. We
will discuss this issue specifically for China’s SRS data in Sections 4 and 5.
Lastly, a major complexity in modeling child mortality in this setting
is handling interactions among variables. Interactions between time, geog-
raphy, age, and cause are imperative because we expect differential effects
for different combinations of these variables. Due to the importance of time
trends for global health policy and interventions, modeling different time
trends for each age, region, and cause is paramount. For example, mortality
rates from injuries are likely changing differently for infants compared to
older children, and these may further be different in rural locations com-
pared to urban locations. Another factor to consider is the distribution of
causes of death which are different for each age group (WHO Collaborative
Study Team on the Role of Breastfeeding on the Prevention of Infant Mor-
tality, 2001; Walker et al., 2013; Abdullah et al., 2007; Snow et al., 1997).
Accurate modeling of these interactions and others allows interventions to
be targeted to populations in most need. The amount of data available re-
stricts the number of interactions that can be fit, which means the context
of the data analysis is crucial when choosing a model.
3. Simulations. This section will present scenarios in which models
fit using our framework, which we will call unified models, perform better
than models fit with a multistage framework akin to Naghavi et al. (2017)
and He et al. (2017) that estimate CSMFs via combining separate cause-
specific mortality models. We do not present comparisons with methods that
use a Multinomial model for CSMFs, such as in Liu et al. (2016), because
the following examples model the all-cause mortality rates using a Poisson
distribution. In this case, using a Multinomial model to estimate CSMFs
correctly specifies the likelihood, as discussed in Section 2. This is shown
in simulations provided in the supplementary material. However, the model
used by Liu et al. (2016) does not use a consistent Poisson-Multinomial
likelihood because the all-cause mortality estimates come from a complex
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amalgamation of data likelihoods and spline coefficients that model the rates
directly (Alkema and New, 2014). In this case, the all-cause and cause-
specific models are not guaranteed to be consistent.
We fit all models in this section with the INLA package for fast estimation
using integrated nested Laplace approximation (Rue, Martino and Chopin,
2009) in the R statistical computing environment (R Core Team, 2013). All
models use the default prior distributions in INLA. Full descriptions of each
simulation are provided in the supplementary material. Replication code is
available at http://www.github.com/aeschuma/SRS-child-mortality.
For notation, let i ∈ {1, . . . , n = 720} index strata with 6 age groups, 6
regions, and 20 years, and let c ∈ {1, . . . , C} index cause. We denote Ni as
the total exposure time and yic as the death counts from cause c in strata
i. Define λic as the CSMRs, yi+ =
∑
c yic as the all-cause death counts and
λi+ =
∑
c λic as the all-cause mortality rates.
3.1. Scenario 1: extra-Poisson variability. For the first scenario, we gen-
erate cause-specific death counts as
yic|λic ∼ Poisson (Niλic)
log(λic) = α+
C∑
j=2
βj1[j=c] + ic
ic|σ2 ∼ N(0, σ2 ).
This exemplifies a scenario with different mortality for each cause, defined
by the fixed effects, and extra-Poisson variability induced by the random
effects. We set α = −4, βj = 0.5 for all j, and σ2 = 0.1.
For the multistage model, we estimate all-cause mortality rates using a
Poisson generalized linear mixed model with an overall intercept and IID
Normal random effects on strata. The model is
yi+|λ̂i+ ∼ Poisson(Niλ̂i+)
log(λ̂i+) = α̂+ γ̂i
γ̂i|σ̂2γ ∼ Normal(0, σ̂2γ).
To estimate the CSMFs, we use separate Poisson generalized linear mixed
models each with an overall intercept and IID Normal random effects on
strata. For each of the C causes, the model is
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yic ∼ Poisson(Niλ̂ic)
log(λ̂ic) = α̂c + ξ̂ic
ξ̂ic ∼ Normal(0, σ̂2ξc).
Taking 1000 samples from the posterior distribution of each CSMR, we
calculate 1000 posterior samples of the CSMFs as p̂ic = λ̂ic/
∑
c λ̂ic. We
take 1000 samples of all-cause mortality from the posterior for each λ̂i+,
pair each of these samples with one posterior sample of a set of CSMFs, and
calculate the log CSMRs as log(λ̂ic) = log(λ̂i+ · p̂ic). To compare, we fit a
unified model correctly specifying the data generating mechanism and draw
1000 posterior samples for each log CSMR.
We perform 100 simulations for three values of exposure time: 1000, 10000,
and 100000. We note that the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentiles of exposure
time in the SRS data from China are 292, 8749, and 110974, respectively.
We calculate the relative bias, coverage of posterior 95% intervals for log
mortality rates, and the width of these intervals as functions of exposure
time for both methods in Figure 1. Neither approach is biased but the uni-
fied model has better coverage due to wider uncertainty intervals. For the
multistage model in the scenario with two causes, the coverage is around
84%, which drops to 50% for eight causes. This undercoverage is the result
of likelihood misspecification because the multistage model parameterizes
the log of the sums of mortality rates as normally distributed, whereas in
the data, the sum of the log mortality rates are normally distributed. This
misspecification is explained further in the supplementary material.
3.2. Scenario 2: correlated causes. To show the benefits of our flexible
framework for a contextually relevant situation in which a multistage ap-
proach fails, we simulate data with two correlated CSMRs. These represent
causes of death with similar underlying drivers not captured in the data.
We use the same data generating mechanism as above with two changes.
First, we include region and age as covariates with omitted reference groups
and all associated coefficients equal to 0.5. Second, we specify i = (i1, i2) ∼
N2(0,Σ). We set the diagonal terms of Σ to be equal and define them as σ
2,
which control overdispersion. We define the off-diagonal term as ρ, which
controls the correlation between causes. We set the exposure time for all
strata equal to the median observed in the China SRS data.
We fit the same multistage model as the previous simulation, except both
stages also include fixed effects for region and age, and compare it to a
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correctly specified unified model. We perform 100 simulations for each of
nine scenarios: σ2 ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.1} crossed with ρ ∈ {−0.5, 0, 0.5}.
Bias, coverage of 95% intervals, and width of 95% intervals for estimated
log mortality rates as functions of σ2 for each value of ρ are shown in Figure
1. The bias in both models is negligible, although it increases slightly with
higher overdispersion due to small-sample bias. The coverage of the mul-
tistage model ranges between 80% and 90%. The unified model has over-
coverage for small levels of overdispersion, which is not surprising since it
estimates essentially nonexistant overdispersion and correlation parameters.
With more overdispersion, the coverage approaches 95% with wider interval
width. The multistage model exhibits undercoverage because the separate
regressions for each cause do not allow estimation of a correlation parameter.
In summary, the flexibility of our framework facilitates modeling aspects of
the data, such as overdispersion and correlation, that a multistage model
cannot, which leads to more accurate inference.
4. Estimating mortality from SRS data. This section develops a
model using our framework to estimate child mortality from the Maternal
and Child Health Surveillance System (MCHSS), which is the SRS in China.
4.1. Data. The MCHSS is described in detail in He et al. (2017). Briefly,
the MCHSS collects vital statistics on levels and causes of maternal and child
mortality. The system is designed to be nationally and regionally represen-
tative. The MCHSS has a multistage, stratified, clustered sampling design
that is regarded to be representative of the six region-residency strata: east
urban, east rural, mid urban, mid rural, west urban, and west rural. We
will henceforth refer to these as regions. All children under 5 years of age
living in the surveillance sites and all live births of mothers who are either
permanent residents of the sites or have lived in the sites for at least 1 year
are included in the MCHSS.
Death numbers were aggregated to the six regions, accounting for the
sample design using sampling probability weights, and adjusted for underre-
porting as assessed from an annual quality control study. These were tabu-
lated for each of the 20 years of surveillance (1996–2015) into six age groups
(0–6 days, 7–27 days, 1–5 months, 6–11 months, 12–23 months, and 24–
59 months) and 16 causes. Due to small numbers of deaths, the 16 causes
were aggregated into 8 mutually exclusive groups: prematurity, birth as-
phyxia/trauma, congenital anomalies, other non-communicable, injuries, di-
arrhea, acute respiratory infections, and other communicable. These adjust-
ments led to non-integer death counts, which we rounded up to the nearest
death in order to fit Poisson likelihood models which require integer-valued
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Fig 1. Comparing relative bias, coverage and width of 95% intervals for cause-specific log
mortality rates between multistage and unified modeling approaches. For (a) and (b), data
were generated with IID Normal random effects for each observation. For (c), data was
generated with bivariate IID Normal random effects for each region-age-year strata, with
the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix defined as σ2 and the off diagonal elements
defined as ρ. Estimates averaged over all observations and simulations per scenario.
outcome variables. For prematurity and birth asphyxia/trauma, we deleted
as outliers 20 deaths which were in age groups older than 6 months due to
implausibility in these age groups and to prevent unstable estimation from
small death counts. Thus, the three age groups older than 6 months had
only six possible causes of death.
Person-years at risk were not available at the granularity of these six age
groups. Therefore, tabulated exposure times were estimated by calculating
period-level probabilities of death using live birth numbers and death num-
bers from the MCHSS, converting these to mortality rates using standard
demographic estimates of person-years lived by those who died in each age-
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period, and then back calculating person-years at risk by dividing death
counts by the estimated mortality rates. This procedure is described in the
supplementary material. Although estimating exposure time is less exact
than using recorded person-years under surveillance, exposure times are es-
timated in many other mortality estimation contexts using demographic
methods or by making assumptions, e.g. using mid-year population esti-
mates from the United Nations Population Division (2019). Furthermore,
corrections for sampling and underreporting are commonly performed prior
to analyses of census, survey, VR, and SRS data along with many other de-
mographic modeling contexts (Wang et al., 2017; Naghavi et al., 2017; Liu
et al., 2016; He et al., 2017; Wheldon et al., 2013). These and other data
issues are discussed in Section 5.
4.2. Model description. We index region by r ∈ {1, . . . , R = 6}, age
group by a ∈ {1, . . . , A = 6}, year by t ∈ {1, . . . , T = 20}, and cause by
c ∈ {1, . . . , C = 8}. Let Nr,a,t be person-years and yr,a,t,c be death counts
due to cause c in region r, age group a, and year t. To estimate cause-specific
mortality rates by region and age over time, we specify the model as
yr,a,t,c ∼ Poisson(Nr,a,tλr,a,t,c)
log (λr,a,t,c) = α+ β
R
r + β
A
a + β
C
c +(4.1)
βACa,c + β
RC
r,c + β
AR
a,r +
γr,a?,c?(t) + r,a,t,c
In this model, α is the overall intercept, and βRr , β
A
a , and β
C
c are fixed
effects for each region, age group, and cause, respectively. These are specified
with omitted reference groups, i.e. βR1 = β
A
1 = β
C
1 = 0. We use fixed effects
due to the small number of age groups, regions, and causes, and due to
strong differences in mortality between each of these factors’ levels.
To capture first-order interactions, we include βACa,c , β
RC
r,c , and β
AR
a,r as
fixed effects with omitted reference groups. Initial data exploration showed
that a generalized linear model with all three of these interactions had a
substantially lower AIC than any model with only one of them included,
and had only slightly higher AIC than a model that additionally included a
three-way interaction. Because the model with a three-way interaction had
approximately twice as many parameters, we chose the above specification
for parsimony. We use an improper Normal(0,∞) prior for the intercept and
diffuse Normal(0, 1000) priors for the other fixed effects.
The parameter γr,a?,c?(t) is a random effect on time with a second or-
der random walk distribution that parameterizes the second differences in
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time as arising from a normal distribution, which we denote as γr,a?,c?(t) ∼
RW2(σ2γ). We chose a second order random walk to ensure the estimated
mortality rates vary smoothly in time. Mortality rates in the much larger
population of China will have less yearly variability than exhibited in the
MCHSS sample. In addition, from the commonly assumed viewpoint that
the population of China is a sample from an infinite superpopulation (Dem-
ing and Stephan, 1941), it is sensible to assume smoothness of the underlying
mortality rates. From this perspective, a random walk of the second order is
preferred over the first order, which models the first differences in time as be-
ing normally distributed, because a first order random walk allows for sharp
year-to-year variation. Furthermore, second order random walks are widely
used in mortality modeling (Wakefield et al., 2019). Alternative approaches
to model smooth time trends include random effects with an autoregressive
distribution (Chi and Reinsel, 1989) or spline-based models, which could be
explored in future work.
We include different random walks for various age-region-cause combina-
tions in order to allow age-region-cause strata to have distinct trends. This
accomplishes a similar goal as the model in He et al. (2017) without us-
ing ad-hoc weighted rolling averages. To aid computation, we share random
walks among certain ages and causes, hence indexing by a? and c?. We de-
fine a? = 1 for observations in the 0–6 day age group and a? = 2 otherwise.
We define c? = 1 for the causes other communicable diseases and diarrhea,
c? = 2 for the causes congenital anomalies and other non-communicable
diseases, and c? ∈ {3, . . . , 6} for the remaining causes so that they do not
share parameters. This results in 6 (region) × 2 (age) × 6 (cause) = 72
random walks. The categories for sharing random walks were chosen via a
data-driven exercise that accounted for the scientific context. We fit a suite
of Poisson generalized linear models that contained interactions between
time and all one-way, two-way, and three-way combinations of region, age,
and cause, and then analyzed the residual plots for common patterns that
were consistent with the context of child mortality in China. The 0–6 day
age group had consistent patterns in the residuals that were different than
the other ages, which is sensible due to the biological uniqueness of this age
group such as higher mortality and its dependence on birth-related inter-
ventions of health facilities. The causes that share random walks also had
similar residual patterns which are reasonable because other communicable
diseases and diarrhea are communicable, while congenital anomalies and
other non-communicable diseases are non-communicable. This procedure is
fully described in the supplementary material.
All random walks share a variance parameter for parsimony and to reduce
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the number of estimated parameters to aid computation. We tested the
feasibility of this by separately fitting random walk models for the data in
each of the previously defined 72 age-region-cause combinations for random
walks and comparing the estimated standard deviation parameters, which
are presented in the supplementary material. The estimates ranged from
0.005 to 0.1, with the majority below 0.025. Sharing a parameter will shrink
the rates of change in some of the time trends toward the average, but not
drastically. For identifiability of second order random walks, we use sum-to-
zero constraints. We use a penalized complexity prior (Simpson et al., 2017)
such that there is a 1% probability that σγ > 1.
We specify r,a,t,c
iid∼ Normal(0, σ2 ). This captures overdispersion that is
common in child mortality data due to within-strata variability, such as
from unobserved covariates. This term also captures additional variability
from measurement error, non-systematic errors from the data preprocessing
steps, and cause misattribution. We use a penalized complexity prior on σ2
such that there is a 1% probability that σ > 5.
The final estimated log mortality rates from for our model are given by
log
(
λ̂r,a,t,c
)
= α̂+ β̂Rr + β̂
A
a + β̂
C
c +(4.2)
β̂ACa,c + β̂
RC
r,c + β̂
AR
a,r +
γ̂r,a?,c?(t).
We treat r,a,t,c as an error term and omit it from our final estimates. This
parameter captures many different sources of variability, and while it likely
captures some true signal, we believe the relative strength of the signal is
low because the data is a sample with quality issues, which will be discussed
in Section 5. Decomposing this term into one parameter for true signal and
one parameter for other variability is not possible in our context due to a
lack of additional information to distinguish between these parameters, mak-
ing them unidentifiable. With more covariates and higher data quality, the
magnitude of the noise component would decrease. Furthermore, by omit-
ting r,a,t,c, our final estimates reflect the underlying smooth time trends.
In contexts with more data, higher data quality, or where the goal is to
estimate the true numbers of deaths in a population rather than underlying
mortality rates, final CSMR estimates can include this parameter.
We fit the above model with the INLA package in R. Code used for this is
available at http://www.github.com/aeschuma/SRS-child-mortality.
4.3. Results. We present selected estimates in this section. All estimates
are available in the supplementary material.
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(a) prematurity in the west rural region
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(c) other non-communicable diseases in the east urban region
Fig 2. Selected results from the MCHSS data showing empirical data, estimated posterior
medians, and posterior 80% intervals for log mortality rates. Observations with no deaths
are represented by an open square.
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Figure 2 shows estimated posterior median log mortality rates and pos-
terior 80% intervals over time in each age group for selected regions and
causes. These plots also show posterior estimates and 80% intervals using
the fixed effects only, as well as those including the random effects, r,a,t,c.
We first present estimates for prematurity in the west rural region, which
represents the highest number of deaths in the data. Our model fits well,
which is unsurprising given the amount of data. To compare, we present
estimates for a cause with fewer deaths, acute respiratory infections, in the
same region. We again see reasonable time trends, although the estimates are
consistently higher than the observed data in the 0–6 day age group in early
years, which we posit is due to borrowing strength across other strata. This
may indicate data errors, such as underreporting missed by the adjustment,
or it may be due to shrinkage induced by the random walks. In comparison
to preliminary models with fewer random walks, e.g. random walks for each
age-region combination only, the time trends for west rural acute respiratory
infections strongly mirrored those for west rural prematurity and did not fit
the data well. This is testament to the importance of including random walks
by age-region-cause strata.
Looking at a different cause and region, other non-communicable diseases
in the east urban region, we see largely flatter time trends and wider un-
certainty reflecting the smaller amount of data. In the previously described
random walk fitting exercise, this strata had a much lower estimated ran-
dom walk variance parameter than the previous two strata presented, but
all have acceptable fits.
To demonstrate adequacy of the model, we plotted the standardized resid-
uals (yr,a,t,c −Nr,a,tλ̂r,a,t,c)/(Nr,a,tλ̂r,a,t,c)1/2 by all two- and three-way com-
binations of age, region, cause, and time, which are available in the sup-
plementary material. These show generally symmetric distributions, with
minor skew in some combinations of region, age, cause, and time such as
12–23 month olds across region and acute respiratory infections over time,
but no patterns were deemed troubling.
We present our estimated CSMFs over time for each age group and region
in Figure 3. This shows important differences in the composition of causes
by age, and more subtle differences by region, especially in time trends.
For example, the percentage of deaths due to congenital anomalies is fairly
constant in the east urban region but rapidly increasing in the mid rural
region, and this is most stark in the 1–5 and 6–11 month age groups.
We compare our estimated CSMFs to those from He et al. (2017) and
the empirical CSMFs in Figure 4. The approach in He et al. (2017) pro-
duced estimates for the 0–1 month and 1–59 month age groups and used
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Fig 3. Posterior median estimates of CSMFs over time.
a different set of causes than we did. Thus, we aggregated our results to
these age groups and only compare the six shared causes. Their approach
also estimated mortality rates with live births in the denominator, so we
compare cause fractions rather than mortality rates. We see general agree-
ment and similar effects of smoothing the observed data, although we es-
timate somewhat higher fractions for injuries and lower fractions for birth
asphyxia/trauma. We compared the estimated CSMFs over time and found
that our method estimated smoother time trends, while He et al. (2017) es-
timated more year-to-year variability (plots available in the supplementary
material). This is understandable because their smoothing model does not
borrow information across region, age, or cause.
To illustrate policy-relevant conclusions, we compare the change in mor-
tality rates from 1996–2015 for each region, age group, and causes, which
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Fig 4. Comparisons of estimated CSMFs between our model, the model in He et al. (2017),
and the empirical data.
we calculated as the median differences from 1000 posterior samples. Figure
5 presents heat maps of the absolute changes for each region and cause in
the 0–6 day age group along with the relative changes for each region and
cause in the 1–5 month age group. The mid rural region has had the largest
absolute drop in early neonatal mortality and thus heavily contributed to
the reduction in deaths, while diarrhea and other non-communicable dis-
eases have shown little absolute decrease, although this is due to the low
level of mortality from these causes in this age group. In the 1–5 month age
group, birth asphyxia/trauma in the mid urban region and injuries in the
west urban region both increased, although further examination of the time
trends show that estimates in 1996 are estimated to be quite low, and the
trend in the last decade is flat and the data is quite variable. Lastly, rural
regions had larger relative decreases than urban regions.
5. Discussion. We have introduced a unified, flexible framework for
estimating age- and cause-specific child mortality over time using tabulated
death counts and exposure time from SRS data. This framework is based
on an individual-level competing risks likelihood. We have shown that it
performs better than multistage modeling on simulated data with overdis-
persion and correlation, and we used the framework to develop a model for
the MCHSS data from China.
To begin, the high degree of flexibility that our framework provides can
allow for complex trends to be estimated from SRS data, but the model that
is selected should be a function of the available data. Simulation experiments
using data with similar availability as the true data can reveal what forms
are estimable. As an example of the careful thought that must be put into
model choice, we attempted an alternate specification for the MCHSS data
that accounted for correlations between causes. We simulated data with the
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Fig 5. Heat maps showing the posterior median estimated change in mortality from 1996–
2015 across each region and cause for certain age groups. For (a), we calculate the absolute
change as the estimated mortality rate in 2015 minus the estimated mortality in 1996 for
each of 1000 samples from the posterior distribution and then take the median over those
samples. Darker green indicates a greater decrease. For (b), we calculate the percent change
as the absolute change divided by the estimated mortality in 1996 for each of 1000 samples
from the posterior distribution and take the median. Blue indicates a decrease while red
indicates an increase.
same size as the MCHSS data that had correlated CSMRs, and a correctly
specified model was then fit using the Stan statistical computing software
(Carpenter et al., 2017). However, recovery of the correlation parameters
was poor and posterior distributions were very wide. We then simulated data
with 100 regions rather than six and fit a similar model, and the correlation
parameters were recovered well. Because this amount of data is much higher
than that in the MCHSS, we did not include correlation modeling in our
data analysis. A full description of this simulation exercise and its results
are provided in the supplementary material.
Another modeling aspect that begets careful thought is the choice of prior
distributions. We used the diffuse default priors in INLA for the fixed effects,
and penalized complexity priors for the variance parameters of the random
walks and IID Normal random effects. We recommend penalized complexity
priors due to the reasons outlined in Simpson et al. (2017), which requires
researchers to devote extra thought to choosing context-relevant prior dis-
tributions. As a sensitivity analysis for our model fit to MCHSS data, we fit
the same model except we used the default Gamma(5, 0.00005) priors on the
precisions. No appreciable differences were found and the largest absolute
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difference between posterior median log mortality rates was 0.05. Results
from this analysis are provided in the supplementary material.
Additionally, we propose that the data context suggests the most impor-
tant aspects of child mortality to model for the setting at hand. From this
viewpoint, one could fit multiple candidate models and perform model as-
sessment. The independent random effects are useful for this endeavor, for
example plotting them against time to detect patterns. Cross validation is
also useful and could include multiple levels depending on the context (e.g.
leaving one observation out, leaving one region out, leaving one time period
out). Different levels of cross validation explore aspects of the data for which
different models may perform better (Roberts et al., 2017).
Finally, the MCHSS data provide an example of potential issues to be ad-
dressed in a general SRS setting. Underreporting and calculating estimates
of tabulated exposure time are common data preprocessing steps. Beyond
this, errors in cause attribution introduce substantial variability (Desai et al.,
2014; Murray et al., 2014). These errors naturally lead to using random ef-
fects in order to induce overdispersion which may accommodate this extra
variability. If available, the unadjusted, unaggregated data would be used
in our analysis and the aggregation and completeness adjustments would
be included as steps in the Bayesian modeling framework. With individual-
level VA data, probabilistic cause assignment could also be included, such as
from McCormick et al. (2016). Extending our model in this manner would be
necessary when using smaller scale surveillance data, e.g. COMSA Mozam-
bique (Nkengasong et al., 2020) and HDSS sites in the INDEPTH network
(Sankoh and Byass, 2012) or ALPHA network (Maher et al., 2010) that have
data on individuals. This is an avenue for future research. Along the same
line, future work could also expand this framework to include survey data,
notably VA data, in one unified model.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary material for “A flexible Bayesian framework to
estimate age- and cause-specific child mortality over time from
sample registration data”
(To be published). The supplementary material provides the full derivation
of the proposed likelihood in Section 2, full descriptions of the simulations in
Section 3, additional simulations mentioned in Sections 3 and 5, an explana-
tion of the method to calculate exposure time in the MCHSS, descriptions
and results of the model development exercises and analyses using the mor-
tality estimates discussed in Section 4, and graphs of all log mortality rate
estimates from the MCHSS data from multiple fitted models.
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